Abstract. It has been known that positive de nitenessdoes not guaranteefor a bisequence to be a complex moment one. However, it turns out that positive de nite extendibility does (Theorems 1 and 19), and this is the main theme of this paper. The main tool is, generally understood, polar decomposition.
In this paper we provide with a solution to the complex moment problem and, in a parallel way, with a characterization of unbounded subnormal operators which are not necessarily cyclic.
Besides keeping Z, R, C for standard sets by N we understand the set f0; 1; : : :g. Moreover, we adopt R + It has been known that a positive de nite sequence need not be a complex moment one (for more detailed discussion see Sections 5 and 19). However we are able to prove the following Theorem 1. A sequence fc m;n g 1 m;n=0 is a complex moment sequence if and only if there is fc m;n g 1 m+n 0 such that c m;n =c m;n for m; n = 0; 1; : : : and X m+n 0 p+q 0c m+q;n+p m;n p;q 0 for any nite f m;n g 1 m+n 0 C : (3) This is one of our main results.
2. The basic ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1 is a result of Devinatz (see Section 9 for the proof of its operator version). d i+j;k?l i;k j;l 0 for any f i;k g N i;k=0 C: (5) 1 Here and subsequently we tacitly assume that all the functions under the integral sign are absolutely integrable.
Theorem 2 can be also deduced from 8, Proposition 1] , because (Z; +; n = ?n) is a perfect -semigroup and (N; +; n = n) is a semiperfect -semigroup, which means that every positive de nite function on it is a moment function on R.
To build a bridge between Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 we utilize in this and the sections which follow the language of positive de nite functions on -semigroups 2 2 for semigroup operation we use either multiplicative or additive notation depending on whether we are in a very general context or deal with abelian semigroups 3 using an argument similar to that in the proof of 8 '((t + u) + (s + u)) (s) (t) 0:
(cf. 21]). Given a -semigroup (S;
According to Theorem 2, there is a positive Borel measure on R Tsuch that (4) holds. It follows from (6) and (4) According to (1) , the function C 3 z 7 ! jzj n 2 R is -integrable for every n 0.
Hence the following is well de ned c m;n = (f0g) m+n;0 + Z C z m z n (dz); (m; n) 2 N + :
One can directly check that the second summand of the right hand side of the equality in (8) is positive de nite on N + . Since f m+n;0 g 1 m+n 0 is a -character 4 of N + , the rst summand is positive de nite on N + as well.
It is worth while to point out that the sequence f m;0 n;0 g 1 m+n 0 is yet another positive de nite extension of f m+n;0 g 1 m;n=0 . Indeed, this follows from m;0 n;0 = m+n;0 m?n;0 = m+n;0 Z T z m z n (dz); m + n 0;
where is the normalized Lebesgue measure on T. 4 . Suppose the sequence fc m;n g 1 m;n=0 is such that c m;n = a m+n b m?n ; (9) where fa n g 1 n=0 and fb n g 1 n=?1 are positive de nite sequences on (N; +; n = n) and (Z;+; n = ?n), respectively. Then, according to the well known Schur theorem 5 , fc m;n g 1 m;n=0 is positive de nite. On the other hand, the right hand side of (9) makes sense for (m; n) 2 N + , so it de nes a sequence fc m;n g 1 m+n 0 which, according to the same argument, is positive de nite too. Thus Theorem 1 implies Corollary 3. A sequence fc m;n g 1 m;n=0 , which is given by (9) with fa n g 1 n=0 and fb n g 1 n=?1 being positive de nite on (N; +; n = n) and (Z; +; n = ?n), respectively, is a complex moment sequence. 4 A function : S ! C is said to be a -character of a -semigroup (S; ; ) with unit e, if (e) = 1, (s ) = (s) and (st) = (s) (t) for all s; t 2 S. This is implicitly included in 40, Lemma 1] , where Corollary 3 has been deduced from Hamburger's and Herglotz's theorems. On the other hand Hamburger's and Herglotz's theorems can be inferred from Corollary 3 by substituting b n 1 and a n 1, respectively.
The formula (9) may be viewed as a polar decomposition of fc m;n g 1 m;n=0 . In general, we have Theorem 4 . A sequence fc m;n g 1 m;n=0 is a complex moment one if and only if there are a measure space ( ; A; ) and A-measurable functions a n : ! R(n 2 N) and b n : ! C (n 2 Z) such that for almost every ! 2 , the sequences fa n (!)g 1 n=0 and fb n (!)g 1 n=?1 are positive de nite on (N; +; n = n) and (Z; +;n = ?n), Proof. Suppose that fc m;n g 1 m;n=0 is a complex moment sequence. Then (7) holds and, consequently, we have c m;n = (f0g) m+n;0 + Z (0;1) T r m+n w m?n (dr; dw); m; n 0; (11) where is transported from by the mapping C 3 z 7 ! (jzj; z jzj ) 2 (0; 1) T. Set = R + T, A = Borel -algebra on , = the normalized Lebesgue measure on f0g T, ( ) = ( \ f0g T)+ ( \ (0; 1) T) for 2 A, a n (!) = ( (f0g) n;0 for ! 2 f0g T One can now check that (11) This proves (12) . Hence the right hand side of the equality in (10) makes sense for (m; n) 2 N + and it de nes a sequence fe c m;n g 1 m+n 0 . According to the discussion preceding Corollary 3, the sequence fa m+n (!) b m?n (!)g 1 m+n 0 is positive de nite on N + for almost every ! 2 . A direct calculation shows that fe c m;n g 1 m+n 0 is positive de nite on N + as well. By Theorem 1, fc m;n g 1 m;n=0 is a complex moment sequence. This completes the proof. 5 . As we already mentioned positive de niteness of fc m;n g 1 m;n=0 need not 6 imply the sequence to be a complex moment one. However, some extra conditions imposed on the sequence help to get the conclusion, in fact usually as the conclusion one gets not only that the sequence in question is a complex moment one but also some information on the representing measure. For instance, we have the following results 
Now we can look at our result through the inclusions N N + Z: (15) Positive de niteness on the left hand term of (15) itself does not guarantee for a sequence to be a complex moment one, that on the right hand term gives this but with some constraint on a measure, cf (iii). Positive de nite extendibility to the middle term of (15) is precisely what is equivalent for a sequence to be a complex moment one (Theorem 1). On the other hand, positive de niteness on the middle term N + does not imply the sequence to have an integral representation as in (1) for all (m; n) 2 N + . However, positive de nite sequences on N + have the following integral representation. 6 the easiest way to see this is to take any of the examples 4 
Since the sequence fc m;n g 1 m;n=0 is bounded, it has unique representing measure (cf. 45 , Section 8] ). Hence = , which contradicts (18). 6 . In this section we discuss the question of when a function ' de ned on a -subsemigroup T of a -semigroup S extends to a positive de nite function on S.
We have found a necessary and su cient condition for ' to be extendible in case all hermitian elements of S are in T. Given a subset X of S, we denote by X h the set of all hermitian elements in X, i.e. X h = fs 2 X : s = s g. 
Proof. Notice rst that " is also a unit of T. Indeed, since " is a unit of S, we get " = " 2 S h T. Let C S] be the free complex -algebra over S, i.e. C S] is the set of all functions f : S ! C of nite supports fs 2 S : f(s) 6 = 0g, equipped with pointwise Denote by P the convex cone generated by the set ff ? f : To show (21) we proceed by induction on n 1: every f 2 C S] h , whose support X contains n points, belongs to C T] h +P. Since f 2 C S] h , the set X is symmetric 9 , i.e. X = X. If n = 1, then f = u with 2 R and u 2 S h T h , so f 2 C T] h . If n = 2, then either f = s + t with ; 2 R and s; t 2 S h T h , so f 2 C T] h , or f = u + u with 2 C and u 2 S. Since u u 2 S h T h and ( " + u ) ? ( " + u ) = " + j j 2 u u + f, we conclude that f 2 C T] h + P. Assume now that g 2 C T] h +P for every g 2 C S] h whose support contains at most n?1 points (n 3 . Since is positive de nite, we conclude that is nonnegative on P. Thus is nonnegative on P \ C T] h , which is equivalent to (ii).
(ii))(i On the other hand, the condition (19) , which resembles the \boundary" condition, is indispensable in Theorem 8. Example 12 is optimum taking into account ' (even ' 1 is allowed), N and the maximum of numbers of points of supports of f j , 1 j N, where f = (f 1 ; : : :; f N ) (if the maximum is less than or equal to 2, then (20) is satis ed by any ' which extends to a positive de nite function on S independently of whether (19) holds).
Theorem 8 is no longer true without assuming S h T (Example 13 also shows that the Krein theorem fails to be true if (21) does not hold). All operators taken into consideration in this paper are assumed to be linear. (22), (23), (24) and (25) (U)T = T (U) for every unitary element U of A. (27) Since each C -algebra is linearly spanned by its unitary elements, we conclude from (27) 9. In this section we show that the Devinatz theorem holds for sesquilinear form valued sequences (this is the right context for unbounded subnormals, in particular). As to spectral theory for operators in Hilbert space, which we need in the sequel, we refer to 44 In fact T is the smallest positive selfadjoint extension of S (cf. 34 (S; E). The translation operator t on z(S; E), t 2 S, is de ned by ( t ')(s; ; ?) = '(st; ; ?) for ' 2 z(S; E) and s 2 S. We say that ' 2 z(S; E) is positive de nite if X s;t2S '(t s; f(s); f(t)) 0 for any f : S ! E of nite support. Given a complex Hilbert space H, we say that ' 2 z(S; H) is induced by operator function if there is e ' : S ! B(H) such that '( ; f; g) = he '( )f; gi for f; g 2 H.
Denoting by B(X) the -algebra of all Borel subsets of a topological Hausdor space X 13 , we say that a form 2 z(B(X); E) is a semispectral measure if for every f 2 E, ( ; f; f) is a positive measure 14 
Moreover, if either (28) or (29) holds, E is a complex Hilbert space and '((0; 0); ; ?) is a bounded sesquilinear form, then ' and are induced by operator functions. which proves (28).
(ii). We preserve the notations from (i). If (29) (1;0) ' (t + s; f(s); f(t)) 0:
Since F can always be chosen to be equal to the linear span of (D) E, the operator S is nonnegative. The rest of the proof of the necessity runs as in (i), by applying part (ii) of Corollary 15 15 . The remaining part of the conclusion follows from Lemma 16 as '((0; 0); f; g) = (X; f; g) with X = R Tor X = R + T, respectively. 15 The necessity can be also deduced from (i), because positive de niteness of ' and (1;0) ' implies that of 2 z(D; E) de ned by ((m;n); f;g) = ( '((m=2;n); f;g) for m 2 2N; n 2 Z 0 for m 2 2N+ 1; n 2 Z ; f;g 2 E:
The next result is the basic ingredient in the proof of operator version of Bisgaard's theorem. Below E stands for the -semigroup Z Zwith coordinatewise addition as semigroup multiplication and involution (m; n) = (m; ?n). Theorem 18. A form ' over (E; E) is positive de nite if and only if there is a semispectral measure 2 z(B(R T);E) such that '((m; n); f; g) = Z R T r m z n (dr; dz; f; g); m; n 2 Z; f; g 2 E: (30) Moreover, if (30) holds, E is a complex Hilbert space and '((0; 0); ; ?) is a bounded sesquilinear form, then ' and are induced by operator functions.
Proof. We can repeat the proof of part (i) of Theorem 17 replacing D by E.
Then S 0 (?1; 0) = I F implies that R(S) is dense in H. We can now apply part (i) of Corollary 15.
10. We are now in a position to formulate the operator version of Theorem 1. Below, as usual, E is a complex linear space. Theorem 19. A form ' over (N; E) extends to a positive de nite form over (N + ; E) if and only if there is a semispectral measure 2 z(B(C); E) such that '((m; n); f; g) = Z C z m z n (dz; f; g); m; n 0; f; g 2 E: (31) Moreover, if (31) holds, E is a complex Hilbert space and '((0; 0); ; ?) is a bounded sesquilinear form, then ' and are induced by operator functions.
Proof. Repeat arguments employed in the proof of Theorem 1, using Theorem 17 instead of Theorem 2.
Proposition 5 as well as Remark 6 have their operator counterparts. We formulate only the rst one. Its proof runs as that of Proposition 5, the only di erence being in applying Theorem 17 instead of Theorem 2. In this section we discuss some properties of nite rank operators in L # (D) (see the paragraph preceding Lemma 12. We are now in a position to formulate the operator version of Theorem 8. However, by Proposition 22(vii), the set fe k e l g M k;l=1 is linearly independent in F # (D). Hence (33) and (37) (38) we conclude from (ii 0 ) that (34) holds.
(ii))(ii 0 ). Let fe j g M j=1 and j : S ! C N be as in condition (ii 0 ). Set f j (s) = P M k=1 k;j (s)e k , where k (s) = ( k;1 (s); : : :; k;N (s)) for s 2 S, j = 1; : : :; N and k = 1; : : :; M. One can check that (37) and (38) hold. It is clear that (35) and (37) imply (33). According to (38) , we deduce from (ii) that (36) holds. This completes the proof. Denote by P the convex cone generated by the set ff ? f :
Let us x e 2 D such that kek = 1 and de ne P e to be the convex cone generated by elements of the form f ? f with f = Therefore, in virtue of equivalence u 2 S n T , u 2 S n T, we come to the conclusion that f belongs to P \ ( The reader can easily formulate a version of Theorem 34 for -cyclic formally normal operators.
The following heredity property of subnormal operators can be deduced either On the other hand, Theorem 36 can be proved with help of Theorem 21. Indeed, it is su cient to show that (iii))(iv) holds.
Proof of (iii))(iv) -cyclic, see Example 44); moreover, surjective members of fN; N # g 0 are formally normal operators (once more this fails to be true for noncyclic N's; take D = C 2 and N = I). Denote by P the set of all polynomials p 2 C Z; Z] such that Z divides p ? p(0; 0) and p(0; 0) = 1. It is easily seen that P is a convex and multiplicative semigroup. C z m z n (dz; f; g) for m; n 0 and f; g 2 E; in case the closed support of is contained in Z(p), we say that ' is a complex moment form on Z(p). Our aim in this section is to nd some su cient conditions for ' to be a complex moment form on Z(p).
We begin by recalling some notions and facts concerning positive de nite forms. 19. In this section we make some comments on the complex moment problem on algebraic curves. Recall that C Z; Z] is a -algebra with a unique involution determined by the relation Z = Z. It is easily seen that p m;n = p n;m for p 2 C Z; Z]. Given a positive de nite form ' 2 z(N; E), we set J ' = fp 2 C Z; Z]; ' satis es (A j ) with pg; j = 1; 2: According to Lemma 46, the de nition of J ' is really independent of j. is of type A (in fact all compact algebraic curves can be represented this way The two-dimensional real moment problem (as a special case of the multidimensional one) has been much more often investigated than the (one-dimensional) complex one. Though there is a common feeling that these two can be translated each into another, it would be rather hard to nd this made in a direct way in literature (except some traces for which see Appendix in 39] and the proof of Proposition 7.1 in 37]; cf. also 28]). Here we want to provide with the dictionary supported by key arguments.
Recall that a sequence fa m;n g 1 m;n=0 R is said to be two-dimensional real moment sequence if there is a positive Borel measure on R R such that a m;n = R de ned addition as semigroup multiplication and with the identity mapping as involution. P(N) and P(N 2 ) stand for the convex cones of positive de nite functions on N and N 2 , respectively. The rst result relates both sets to each other. 21. Referring to the example in Section 19 concerning equipotential curves we show that being of type A for an algebraic curve Z(p) is invariant for \symmetric" polynomial automorphisms of C 2 ; the latter is related to 37 Note that a polynomial mapping S = (q; q ), q 2 C Z; Z], is injective (equivalently: S is a polynomial automorphism of C 2 ) if and only if there is r 2 C Z; Z] such that r(q(z; w); q (z; w)) = z for all z; w 2 C. Indeed, if the latter holds, then (r; r ) is a left inverse of S and, consequently (cf. 6]), S is a bijection with S ?1 = (r; r ). The next observation is that there is a one{to{one correspondence between (real) polynomial automorphisms T of R 2 and (complex) polynomial automorphisms S = (q; q ) of C 2 , q 2 C Z; Z], given by 22 S = A ?1 T A, where A(z; w) = z + w 2 ; z ? w 2 i ; z; w 2 C: In particular, T = (u; v) (u; v 2 R X 1 ; X 2 ]) is a polynomial automorphism of R 2 if and only if the mapping C 2 3 (z; w) 7 ! (u(z; w); v(z; w)) 2 C 2 is injective. Contrary to the complex case, injectivity of T : R 2 ! R 2 , though automatically implying its surjectivity, is not su cient for T to be a polynomial automorphism of R 2 . We refer the reader to 30] where ; ; 2 C and det 6 = 0 (here q = Z + Z + ). They are in one{to{one correspondence with a ne isomorphisms T of R 2 .
The examples which follow illustrate Proposition 56. They are written in Cartesian coordinates, i.e. the algebraic curve Z(p), p 2 C Z; Z], is replaced by V(r) df =fx 2 R 2 ; r(x) = 0g, r 2 R X 1 ; X 2 ]. Example 57. Let r = X 1 X 2 2 R X 1 ; X 2 ] and let T : R 2 ! R 2 be a polynomial mapping given by T(x; y) = (y; y ? x 2 ), x; y 2 R. Then T is not a polynomial automorphism of R 2 and r T(x; y) = y(y ? x 2 ), x; y 2 R. According to 37 
